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 과학 Science
 From Latin, scientia meaning ‘knowledge’
 Starts with observation and experimentations, make a hypothesis,  

test the hypothesis,  make a theory, and predict about universe.
 Scientists try to understand nature.

 공학 Engineering
 Engineers apply the sciences of physics and mathematics to find 

suitable solutions to problems or to make improvements to the 
status quo.

 Engineers try to make that do not exist in nature, and to put their 
ideas in concrete terms and design something that people can use.

 Basic Research: the search for knowledge
 Applied Research: the search for solutions to practical 

problems using this knowledge

Wikipedia



 Scientists are expected to interpret their observations 
and to make expert recommendations for practical 
action based on those interpretations.

 Scientists may also have to complete engineering tasks, 
such as designing experimental apparatus or building 
prototypes.

 Conversely, in the process of developing technology 
engineers sometimes find themselves exploring new 
phenomena, thus becoming, for the moment, scientists.

Wikipedia

 My personal journey  
 Started / trained in the Electrical  Engineering  
 Got  interested in Neuroscience  

(human visual system)
 To bridge the gap in learning, went on to study 

‘computer vision’ in Computer Science discipline
 Fall into ‘computer graphics’ leading to 

‘medical data visualization’
 Visualization in a larger scope – computer haptics
 3D Interaction – medical simulation 
 Now want to see what I can contribute in Science 



 Undergraduate: Electrical Engineering 
 Special topic course on “Biological signal processing and 

information transmission“
 Experience in Research: Human Visual Perception

 Psychophysical experiments
 Computer Vision

 .. Should I continue with my Ph.D study?
 Computer Graphics course  Medical Application

 If I want to come up with a solution, 
that is the problem I want to work on.

 Working and meeting people at the Hospitals 
while studying for Ph.D.

 1991
 Shaded Surface Rendering for

medical image data analysis & visualization
 Simple 3D rendering for understanding 3D spatial structures.
 Movie scripting interface for managing multi-components 

 Congenital Heart Disease 
 Conjoined Twin Case

 1994~1996
 Cardiac Motion Analysis 

 Cardiac (LV) motion analysis with MR-tagging 
image data 

 “Physics-based deformable models with Parameter functions”



 Real-time deformable models and interactions for medical 
simulation
 Shape-retaining volumetric haptic model 

 Automated 3D Heart Segmentation by Search Rays for Building 
Individual Conductor Models 

 …
 Subcortical structure modeling 

 Hippocampus
 Brain ventricular system 

 lateral ventricles
 3rd ventricle

 Spine 
 Wrist, Foot bone structures
 …

 Interactive human body learning platform with haptic feedback
 …
 VR-based Dental Simulator

 Implant simulation (bone drilling)
 Tooth restoration
 Ultrasonic scaling

 Incision simulation (progressive cutting)
 IV injection simulation (skin deformation)
 Virtual Grasping (virtual assembly simulation)
 Method for selecting object utilizing tendency of recent cursor 

movement
 Virtual handle with grabbing metaphor
 3D cursor and virtual object contact information 
 3D smart selection brush
 …



 Deformable models 
 provide clinically useful information

 VR and Haptics
 3D Interaction and visualization issues 
 intuitive interaction for amplifying understanding 

 Wish list
 Tapping on Brain functions and interaction/motor behavior
 “Brain not only issue commands to muscles but also receive feedback 

signals that help to orchestrate the commands”  - the Brain

 My personal journey in medical research
 and it still goes on …

 My turning points
 … searching for reasons to continue
 by listening to the (small) inner voice, 
 “this is interesting to me”

 found a stepping stone

 When you are in doubt, listen to your inner voice.

Your vision will become clear only when you look into your heart. 
Who looks outside, dreams. Who looks inside, awakens.

– Carl Jung


